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Today Is Monday in Louisiana
Current date of publication from iPage.IngramContent.com.

Killer Dolls - Part 1
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Welfare Grind
Unlike many african american women growing up growing up in the south of
Georgia, Sincere Sunshine Simmons was born into a wealthy family. Sincere lives
in the finest homes, rides in her flashy cars and wears the best designer
clothes;but being born with a silver spoon in your mouth isn't always what it
seems.Life can still give you lemons;it's up to you to make lemonade and realize
after every storm there's a rainbow.Come walk a mile in Sincere Simmons
shoes.SINCERE'S WAYS will make you laugh, cry, smile jump and close the book
wanting more as you read about the many twists and turns her life spirals out of
control in many wa

The House That Hustle Built 1
Family Feuds The stunning acquittals of Scott and Layla West reverberate
throughout the justice system, and the powerful cartels take notice. The Wests
were untouchable, and their drug empire is still intact, but family ties begin to
unravel. New mom Lucky has a lot on her shoulders as she continues to deceive
the head of the Juarez cartel. Partnering with her twin brothers, Lucky lines up the
pieces on the chessboard, but she underestimates the king and queen.
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The Complete Rhyming Dictionary
With her face badly disfigured by acid, Apple struggles to keep the drug empire
she built with her boyfriend Chico from her twin sister Kola, who is working to take
her place in the area and is now scheming to permanently remove her from power.

The Baddest Chick Collection
Four friends try to salvage their shattered relationship in the wake of murder,
betrayal, and the machinations of a sophisticated and deadly Chinese crime
organization.

Coca Kola
Troubled teens Jazzy, Cha Cha and Maya live a life of fraud, boosting and hustling
within the walls of The Waverly Girls Group Home, until the death of their main
rival gives them more than they bargained for. Original. 30,000 first printing.

Sweet Giselle
After surviving another attempt on her life, Keema Newell proves that a true
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hustler never dies. As a ghetto superstar and queen of the streets, she struggles to
put the pieces of her life back together, while trying to tame her now notorious
daughter, Treasure. Money, murder and mayhem comes from every angle as
Keema finds herself in a viscious web of deceit, tearing apart the lives of everyone
she comes in contact with; ultimately, becoming fair game for her ruthless
enemies. Little does she know, her own daughter has plans to step in and take
over the throne. As the plot thickens, the rules of the game have changed. Both
are determined to come out on top, but Keema has no plans on surrendering her
crown.

Honor Thy Thug
Shattered Illusions Cartier is back from South Beach and anxious to begin the next
chapter of her life with Head. She soon awakens from her love fantasy, however,
and realizes that her dark knight isn't all he seems. With her love life on the rocks
yet again, Cartier has a nightmare case of déjà vu that she must snap out of.
Vowing to harden her heart for good this time, she redirects her energy to forming
a new Cartier Cartel.

English Grammar for the Utterly Confused
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Trouble in Paradise When the smoke clears after the devastation Cartier Timmons
and her Cartier Cartel experienced in New York, she’s determined to leave the fast
life behind once and for all. Now in South Beach, Miami, Cartier is living the
peaceful, yet lavish life in paradise when her daughter is snatched away by the
hands of ruthless criminals looking for an epic payday. Cartier jumps back into the
game with Lil Mama and Quinn, a new member of the Cartel, at her side. They
declare to tear Miami apart block by block and hold court in the streets in their
quest for justice.

Coca Kola: The Baddest Chick
Together They Fall With both Scott and Layla West behind bars, it's now up to
Bugsy and Lucky to run the family businesses. Lucky quickly steps into Layla's
shoes, but being second-in-command to an absentee boss has her feeling
unsatisfied. She wants to sit at the helm of the organization with or without her
mother's blessing. Bugsy, who has always emulated Scott, takes his Mafioso
impression too far and does the unthinkable. This one infraction may cost him his
life. Scott and Layla, betrayed by their children, are not the forgiving type. With
mother pitted against daughter and father against son, there may be more West
funerals to attend.
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Murdergram - Part 1
Knock, Knock. Four broke girlfriends go into a Long Island church looking for a job.
Four trained assassins come out. The Cristál Clique is born when these young
killers are immersed in the intense underworld of murder-for-hire. But with youth
comes naiveté. When heartache, betrayal, and revenge lurk behind every door,
these Brooklyn girls must remain on point if they want to stay alive.

Mafioso
Together They Fall With both Scott and Layla West behind bars, it’s now up to
Bugsy and Lucky to run the family businesses. Lucky quickly steps into Layla’s
shoes, but being second-in-command to an absentee boss has her feeling
unsatisfied. She wants to sit at the helm of the organization with or without her
mother’s blessing. Bugsy, who has always emulated Scott, takes his Mafioso
impression too far and does the unthinkable. This one infraction may cost him his
life. Scott and Layla, betrayed by their children, are not the forgiving type. With
mother pitted against daughter and father against son, there may be more West
funerals to attend.

On The Run
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The Baddest Chicks are back. Kola, the reigning Queen of New York, has Harlem on
lock and is making paper hand over fist. If the stresses of hustling hard weren't
enough, the love of her life is mixed up with a Brooklyn chick, a bounty has been
put on her head for a hit she didn't sanction, and her sister's ex-man, Chico, is
trying to rock her to sleep. Kola has 99 problems, but Apple ain't one. Apple, gone
and but not forgotten while trapped in a Mexican hellhole, is still the most hated
chick in New York. She's low on friends and can't seem to climb back up on her
pedestal. With revenge in her heart and murder on her mind, Apple attempts to
overcome her situation just in time to reclaim her title as The Baddest Chick the
world has ever seen.

Cartier Cartel - Part 3
Brooklyn empress Cartier knows the streets of Brooklyn like nobody's business. In
fact, she successfully built her Cartier Cartel drug ring on the code of the streets,
hustling and stacking paper. However, the life of crime is wearing her down, and
she's ready to quit the game when two of her Cartel soldiers are gunned down in
the same streets that fattened her bankroll. Now she's hell bent on seeking
revenge for her friends, and she and her most loyal set out to solve the hood's
whodunit. Along the way, tempers flare and love is tested as her prince steps out
of line and sleeps with the enemy. Devastation reigns supreme in the streets of
Brooklyn, while Cartier is constantly looking over her shoulder, wondering who will
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be the next to stab her in the back.

Bad Apple: The Baddest Chick
Contaminated Roots As Apple and Kola try to retire from the game, lingering feuds
put them back to work. Before they can experience life without tragedy, they both
have unfinished business to settle. Hiding in plain sight while exterminating their
enemies, they realize they will never have any peace until they eliminate the man
they once called "Daddy."

Mafioso - Part 5: Getting Lucky
It's Like Candy
Reveals the story of the McKenna brothers' eye-opening expedition to the Amazon
in 1971 for psychedelic research. Once introduced by famed (or infamous?)
psychedelics advocate Timothy Leary as one of the most important people on the
planet, radical philosopher Terence McKenna was an iconic legend in the
psychedelic community. On their Amazonian journey together, the brothers
explored the outer limits of psychedelic experience and were haunted ever since
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by the curious events that overtook them in that primeval rainforest.

Baddest Apple - 7: The Baddest Chick
Off with Her Head Even with South Beach in her rearview, Apple is still unable to
settle down and focus on being a mom. Not when the streets keep talking about
Queenie, an enigmatic sista who is calling herself the Queen of New York. Queenie,
a hardcore former drug mule, has seen and done it all in her young life. She
doesn't scare easily, if at all. When it's time for her to step up to her newfound
adversary, Apple, her heart skips no beats. Apple refuses to give up her title after
just reclaiming it. She's determined to snatch the crown from Queenie and see her
bow down to the real queen.

Mafioso - Part 1
Parallel Realities Kola and Peaches palace lifestyle in Colombia comes crashing
down when the Federales kick in Eduardo's front door. Forced to flee South
America with her niece and return to New York, Kola feels lost without her twin
sister. Things begin to turn around for Kola when she meets an ambitious hustler
named Twin who wants her to play wifey as he plays daddy to Peaches. Back from
the dead, Apple is hiding out in Baltimore trying to make a come up. Without
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family or friends, she spends her days plotting on how to regain what she's lost.
Not one to go without a thug in her bed for long, Apple hooks up with a young goon
named Twin who reminds her of her first love, Cross. With the sisters living in
different states and seemingly in love with the same dude, Harlem won't be able to
withstand the bloodshed if Apple and Kola wage another war against each other,
once again in the name of love.

Mafioso - Part 4
Siblings Chris, Citi, and Cane fight to maintain the family's drug empire after the
sudden murder of their father, employees start to challenge their authority, and
Citi gets involved with a rival drug dealer.

Unfinished Business
Young and beautiful, seventeen-year-old Apple believes there's one thing she can
do better than anyone -- herself. Her selfish actions turn fatal in a New York minute
when she gets tangled up with a ruthless loan shark. He wants his payment in
blood—with interest. Apple goes undercover to try to clean up her mess, but the
lines between vengeance and reality begin to blur. Apple steps into her role as a
sadistic bill collector and main chick a little too easily.Apple's twin sister Kola is
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leading a fast life of her own with an escort ring. Though she's making long money,
she's not satisfied with second best, and she sets out to knock Apple off. Her
wicked scheming explodes into the ultimate betrayal.Nisa Santiago's tale of
beautiful sisters from Harlem proves that when sibling rivalry spins out of control,
loyalty is just a word on the streets of the Big Apple.

Murdergram
The Hood Health Handbook is a comprehensive source of information and insight
on nearly every health issue faced by the urban community. In plain language, the
authors draw on well-known examples from urban culture to illustrate what
worksand what doesn't. Focusing on natural and affordable approaches, the
authors provide recommendations that anyone can put to practice. Volume One
focuses on the status of health in the urban community, the "wrong foods" that
make us unhealthy, the history of diet and healthcare among Black and brown
people (focusing on how things changed for the worst), the diseases and illnesses
that plague our communities, and holistic (natural) methods to heal and treat
ourselves into wellness.

The Complete Rhyming Dictionary
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Beg, Borrow, or Steal Worlds collide when a car thief and a self-proclaimed
entrepreneur meet. Pearla is a born hustler, and Cash was born to steal. Pearla
sets her sights on Cash and motivates him to take his petty crimes to the next
level. Together, the two get money throughout the tri-state, while friends and
family want to be upgraded without putting in work. At first, the couple makes it
rain in the hood, taking care of those they love, but a hustler always knows when
to draw the line. Suddenly, Pearla proclaims the ATM closed, and a quiet storm
begins to brew. When the beggars can't beg anymore and the borrowers can't
borrow anymore, friends become enemies. Words and bullets are exchanged,
leaving The House that Hustle Built under attack and at risk of collapse.

Bad Apple
The House that Hustle Built - Part 3
This authoritative, comprehensive handbook contains virtually all the rhyming
words possible in the English language and is a must for anyoe who works with
words. Updated to meet the needs of today's wordsmiths, this reference work is
easy to use.
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The Brotherhood of the Screaming Abyss
Fleeing the abuse of their drug addict mother, sisters River and Starr build new
lives for themselves on the street--River as a member of a stick-up crew, and Starr
as a prostitute--but their world soon becomes complicated by the men in their
lives. By the author of Nasty Girls. Original. 25,000 first printing.

Return of the Cartier Cartel
Contaminated Roots As Apple and Kola try to retire from the game, lingering feuds
put them back to work. Before they can experience life without tragedy, they both
have unfinished business to settle. Hiding in plain sight while exterminating their
enemies, they realize they will never have any peace until they eliminate the man
they once called Daddy.

Checkmate
Illustrations and rhythmic text celebrate edible treats that characterize Louisiana,
such as beignets and po' boys. Includes facts about the foods mentioned and a
recipe for red beans and rice.
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Cartier Cartel - Part 4
Now a major motion picture nominated for nine Academy Awards. Narrative of
Solomon Northup, a Citizen of New-York, Kidnapped in Washington City in 1841,
and Rescued in 1853. Twelve Years a Slave by Solomon Northup is a memoir of a
black man who was born free in New York state but kidnapped, sold into slavery
and kept in bondage for 12 years in Louisiana before the American Civil War. He
provided details of slave markets in Washington, DC, as well as describing at
length cotton cultivation on major plantations in Louisiana.

South Beach Cartel - Part 2
The Art of War Apple has never gotten over Citi stealing her money. Still salty from
what she considers the betrayal of the century, she places Peaches in Kola's care
and embarks on a mission to resolve some more unfinished business. Cartier has
made a life for herself on the west coast while waiting for the love of her life, Head,
to get a release date. She's out of the game, but now Apple wants to pull her back
in. Citi resurfaces in New York with a strong team, including her brother, Cane. The
stolen money has been flipped several times over, and now she's sitting pretty on
a budding empire. After the foolish queen fails to guard her throne, her position is
compromised, and back to Miami she runs. Cartier and Apple head to South Beach
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to resurrect the South Beach Cartel and are soon joined by an unlikely ally. All
three vow to remain in Miami until the score is settled, once and for all.

Sheisty Chicks
WHEN THE PREDATOR BECOMES THE PREY They were best friends until the
murders. Now with Cristal presumed dead, Tamar has plans to rise in the
underworld as a hired gun. State to state, Tamar is fearlessly dishing out
Murdergrams for a huge profit without remorse. High on power and notoriety,
Tamar sets out to settle an old beef, but the person she's hunting is actually
hunting her. This time she could be the one on the receiving end of a Murdergram.

The House That Hustle Built - Part 1
Steady Schemin'. Harlem honey's Apple and Kola are back and cutthroat as ever,
and serving The City That Never Sleeps with a wakeup call. Now permanently
disfigured, the once beautiful Apple's future isn't looking bright as the empire she
worked so hard to build begins to crumble, brick by brick. The tables are turned,
and Apple finds out that the ultimate betrayal cuts that much deeper when it's
perpetrated by blood. Meanwhile, Kola is lying in wait for Queen Apple to be
dethroned. She stacks her paper and assembles her plan to take her twin out once
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and for all. But Apple isn't bowing out gracefully.

Twelve Years a Slave
Giselle thinks she has the perfect life. Her fine and sexy husband, Giovanni, is
obsessed with his perfect wife and gives her whatever her heart desires. Giselle
thinks her husband can do no wrong. What she doesn't know is that his lucrative
adult film company is not as legit as it seems, and Giovanni's seedy dealings put
his precious wife in danger. Giselle is kidnapped by a vicious drug dealer named
Bryce, who is hell bent on revenge after his sister comes up missing and he
believes Giovanni is responsible. Bryce takes the thing he knows Giovanni
treasures most. He plans to torture Giselle, but instead he finds himself falling in
love with her. He reveals the truth about Giovanni and the news pushes her right
into Bryce's arms. Giovanni wages a war against Bryce and anyone close to him,
leaving several dead bodies in his wake. Now that he has his wife back, Giovanni
thinks things can return to the way they were. Giselle, however, can't get Bryce out
of her system, and continues to see him behind Giovanni's back. As the war
between these two men heats up again, Giselle has to decide if being with the man
she loves is worth risking her life.

Sincere's Ways
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Beg, Borrow, or Steal. Worlds collide when a car thief and a self-proclaimed
entrepreneur meet. Pearla is a born hustler, and Cash was born to steal. Pearla
sets her sights on Cash and motivates him to take his petty crimes to the next
level. Together, the two get money throughout the tri-state, while friends and
family want to be upgraded without putting in work. At first, the couple makes it
rain in the hood, taking care of those they love, but a hustler always knows when
to draw the line. Suddenly, Pearla proclaims the ATM closed, and a quiet storm
begins to brew. When the beggars can't beg anymore and the borrowers can't
borrow anymore, friends become enemies. Words and bullets are exchanged,
leaving The House that Hustle Built under attack and at risk of collapse.

Guard the Throne
MAKE A HOUSE A HOME Pearla prances around the house Hassan's hustle built,
carelessly sneaking around with her past while being financed by her present.
She's playing a dangerous love game. And someone is watching. Meanwhile,
Hassan sits behind the iron bars of Riker's Island contemplating how to deal with
all that he has on his plate. Bimmy, his right-hand man and trusted advisor, wants
him to take action. After yet another attempt on her life, Pearla realizes it's time to
grow up and choose the right man if she hopes to live happily ever after in The
House That Hustle Built.
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Face Off - The Baddest Chick 4
For students who want to learn the nuts and bolts of English grammar A generation
ago, the United States public school system stopped formal instruction in English
grammar and consequently created a legion of students and professionals
notoriously weak in writing and language skills. English Grammar for the Utterly
Confusedis a must-have for anyone who gets that “deer-in-the-headlights" look
when asked to recognize a misplaced modifier or even find the verb in a sentence.
This user-friendly, witty guide helps everyone-from students taking the GED to
professionals writing business plans-learn the structures of English grammar and
how to use them easily and proficiently. Demystifying grammar once and for all,
this handbook will help all readers acquire the ability to speak and write
competently, correctly, and confidently. Key features include: Exercises throughout
to develop facility in writing skills Clear explanations of complex concepts Handy
icons More than 200 solved problems and examples Test Yourself section in each
chapter

Unfinished Business - The Baddest Chick 6
Anthology containing: Bad Apple: The Baddest Chick Coca Kola Checkmate Face
Off
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South Beach Cartel - Part 1
Beautiful Menace (or Viral Violence) Half Japanese and half Jamaican, Aoki is
young, beautiful, and known throughout her Brooklyn neighborhood as a menace
to local authorities. On the eve of a brutal murder that hits close to home, Aoki
needs her friends more than ever. Her ride-or-die besties, Tisa and Ri-Ri, are down
to help by any means necessary, even if it puts their own freedom at risk. While
coming up in the drug game, AZ gets into a situation he can't handle on his own.
When he reaches out to Aoki - an unlikely ally - the girls agree to handle his
problem for a small fee. When surveillance video of the conquest goes viral, the
Brooklyn hood chicks are transformed into Killer Dolls. This overnight fame brings
heat to the Killer Dolls, with jealousy, envy, and a dark secret threatening to
destroy everything.

The Hood Health Handbook
There Can Only Be One Queen Bee. Young and beautiful, seventeen-year-old Apple
believes there's one thing she can do better than anyone -- herself. Her selfish
actions turn fatal in a New York minute when she gets tangled up with a ruthless
hustler. He wants his payment in blood with interest. Apple goes undercover to try
to clean up her mess, but the lines between vengeance and reality begin to blur.
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Meanwhile, Apple's twin sister Kola is leading a fast life of her own with an escort
ring. Though she's making long money, she's not satisfied with second best, and
she sets out to knock Apple off. Her wicked scheming explodes into the ultimate
betrayal. Nisa Santiago's tale of beautiful sisters from Harlem proves that when
sibling rivalry spins out of control, loyalty is just a word on the streets.
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